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Abstract

Nursing practice faces the challenges of succeeding with a great diversity of customers and managing a diverse
workforce with a wide range of age differences. While age diversity can lead to increased creativity and a
greater richness of values and skills, it can also lead to value clashes, disrespect of each other’s viewpoints, and
increased conflict. As a result, nurses frequently experience stress, work–life imbalance, and a withdrawal from
commitment. We propose the injection of positive diversity mindsets (age diversity appreciation) as one
remedy. Specifically, we suggest that age diversity appreciation is positively related to nurses’ well-being (stress
and work–life balance), and also positively related to their team commitment. We further hypothesize that
nurses’ trust in co-workers mediates the hypothesized relationships. Our survey data of 138 nurses in a large
hospital in Germany supported our hypotheses. We discuss both theoretical and managerial implications of
our findings in the context of age diversity and nursing work outcomes in hospitals.
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INTRODUCTION
The nursing workforce in many hospitals today is more age
diverse than ever. For example, there are as many as four
distinct generational age cohorts in active employment in the
nursing workforce in developed countries (Sherman, 2006).
As age diversity becomes a key element of the nursing landscape, managing an increasingly diverse workforce, while succeeding with a great diversity of customers, is imperative for
hospitals. A small but growing number of researchers have
begun to study whether, and in what contexts, age diversity
might exert its greatest impact on work unit performance
(Jackson et al., 2003; Wegge et al., 2008). While the findings
from these studies shed light on the effects of age diversity on
team or unit outcomes, it is unclear whether and how these
findings translate into important individual work outcomes
for nursing professionals, such as individual well-being and
work commitment (Lim et al., 2010). Furthermore, these findings suggest that both diversity mindsets (age diversity appreciation) and contextual factors (task complexity, group size)
are important in predicting individual, unit, and organizational outcomes (Jackson et al., 2003; Wegge et al., 2008).
Prior studies that have investigated the mindset variables are,
however, rare. Therefore, we aim to bridge these gaps by
making the connections between the diversity mindsets and
individual work outcomes explicit. We also highlight the
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instrumental role of co-worker trust in facilitating the positive impacts of age diversity appreciation on nurse well-being
and work commitment.
The present study extends and contributes to this stream of
research on age diversity in three important ways. First, we
link one type of diversity mindset – age diversity appreciation
– to important well-being and commitment outcomes for
nursing professionals. This helps in understanding inconsistent patterns in prior research, and provides new knowledge
about the relationship between age diversity and individual
outcomes. Our findings also potentially offer insight for
managers, because we address some burning issues faced by
nursing professionals; that the workforce is becoming more
age diverse, and stress is increasing. Second, our hypotheses
and findings regarding the mediating role of co-worker
trust highlight possible psychological mechanisms that help
explain how individual nurses internalize a diversity mindset
to possibly build positive working relationships and reap
positive individual outcomes. Finally, prior research in this
area has focused mainly on management teams or employees
in the USA. To our knowledge, this is one of the few pioneering studies that link diversity mindset variables to individual
work outcomes with a European nursing sample. These findings thus provide critical empirical evidence for the generalizability of research findings to non-management employees.
As we are interested in nurses’ “individual” well-being and
work commitment; our analysis centers on the individual
level. Our investigation and discussion, nevertheless, refer to
the context of hospital nursing teams because nursing occurs
at the center of tightly-coupled, complex systems that rely on
doi: 10.1111/j.1442-2018.2012.00681.x
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interconnected teams, and patient care is delivered by multidisciplinary, multishift teams (Tucker & Edmondson, 2003;
Klein et al., 2006).

Literature review and hypotheses
Our investigation starts with the premise that age diversity
is a double-edged sword for nursing practice. Nurses of
different age groups are able to gain a broader perspective,
offer a better representation of patient groups, and make
a stronger connection to patients (Wegge et al., 2008).
However, age differences represent different training and
thinking, communication patterns, and technology competences, which can increase emotional conflict and work
stress, and impair performance and well-being (Jackson
et al., 2003; Wegge & Schmidt, 2009). Furthermore, obvious
social category membership (e.g. age, sex) provides a salient
basis for categorizing individuals into in-groups and outgroups (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). An evident division between
in-groups (“us”) versus out-groups (“them”) can lead to
stereotyping, in-group favoritism, and out-group hostility,
which in turn intensify conflict and stress (Bezrukova et al.,
2009). To minimize these undesirable outcomes, recent
research suggests the injection of “diversity mindsets” into
organizational units as one potential remedy (LehmannWillenbrock & Kauffeld, 2008; Wegge et al., 2011). Building
on social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986), social categorization theory (Hogg & Terry, 2000), and social
exchange theory (Blau, 1964), we suggest that age diversity
appreciation might reduce nurses’ stress and increase their
work–life balance and work commitment.
When nurses acknowledge, understand, and appreciate age
differences, they not only better understand the reasons and
benefits of using a diverse team, but also hold a realistic view
of working in an age-diverse team. For example, nurses might
be prepared to anticipate the challenges and roadblocks of
working together, and in turn develop the capability to reconcile and capitalize on age differences. Age diversity appreciation might also impel individual nurses to view each other
beyond the obvious surface attributes, such as age, and
develop a deeper and fuller understanding of each other.
With this kind of understanding, they can find a common
identification with each other based on value and beliefs,
forging a deeper connection that would cultivate positive
interpersonal interactions (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2000). When
nurses encounter positive interactions, rather than negative
ones (conflicts, tension, or frustration), they will experience
less stress and enjoy better work–life balance. Furthermore,
by sharing a deeper connection, nurses are motivated to
reach agreement and strive actively to coordinate work,
exchange information, and clarify points of disagreement
(Hogg & Terry, 2000; Haslam & Ellemers, 2005). Ultimately,
nurses are also motivated to develop a strong commitment to
support each other and their teams. We suggest that age
diversity appreciation has positive relationships with nurses’
well-being and team commitment:
Hypothesis 1: A nurse’s appreciation of age diversity
negatively relates to his or her stress (H1a), but posi© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Asia Pty Ltd
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tively relates to his or her work–life balance (H1b) and
to his or her team commitment (H1c).
Our arguments regarding the potential benefits of age
diversity appreciation implicitly assume that appreciating age
differences helps nurture and preserve goodwill when nurses
diverge from each other in views, thinking, and working
styles. In a sense, we imply that the “social glue” function of
such appreciation is based on trusting relationships, through
which nurses with diverse backgrounds come together,
improve well-being, and sustain commitment. That is, we
suggest a mediated relationship between appreciation, and
well-being and commitment, respectively, with trust as a
mediator.
Mayer et al. (1995, p. 712) define trust as “the willingness of
a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based
on the expectation that the other will perform a particular
action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to
monitor or control that other party”. Similarly, we define
trust in co-workers (co-worker trust) as one’s willingness to
be vulnerable to the actions of fellow co-workers, whose
behavior and actions one cannot control (Tan & Lim, 2009).
We study the horizontal dynamics of trust – co-worker trust,
rather than other forms of trust (such as trust in supervisors)
– because nurses work intensively with peers, and the
co-worker relationship is at the center of nursing and patient
care processes (Hofmann et al., 2009).
Social exchange theory stresses that trust is rooted in one’s
desire to do good for the other, and in the belief that the
other will reciprocate (Blau, 1964; Shore et al., 2006). Consistent with the norm of reciprocity, we contend that, despite
possible individual differences, co-worker trust is relationship
oriented and interaction based: when nurses appreciate one
another’s differences and hold positive and appreciative
views of each other, they will develop a mutual liking and
respect for each other (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) and try to
reciprocate the positive patterns. For example, an older
nurse’s caring and confirmative actions might create a sense
of indebtedness on the part of a younger nurse. These actions
might further lead to the younger nurse’s beneficial attitudes
and behaviors being directed toward this caring older nurse.
Over time, nurses with frequent positive interactions cultivate the norm of, and the belief in, mutual goodwill in
supporting each another. According to the trust literature,
benevolence (the desire to do good for others) is one of the
most important ingredients of a trusting relationship (Mayer
et al., 1995). Therefore, age diversity appreciation will help
inspire trust in each other, despite surface differences associated with age. With trust in place, employees and organizations can reap a variety of individual and team benefits,
including better task performance, more citizenship behavior, less counterproductive behavior, increased team cohesion, greater cooperation, and improved team performance
(Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Ferres et al., 2004; Stajkovic et al.,
2009). Furthermore, supportive and trusting interpersonal
relationships can promote psychological safety (Edmondson,
1999), allowing nurses to experiment, and perhaps to fail
without fearing the consequences, especially in front of the
“out-groups”. In such instances, nurses likely experience less
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stress and maintain positive work attitudes. We thus expect a
mediating role of co-worker trust in channeling the positive
influence of age diversity appreciation into nurse well-being
and team attitude:
H2: Trust in co-workers mediates the negative relationship between appreciation of age diversity and stress
(H2a), the positive relationships between appreciation
and work–life balance (H2b), and between appreciation
and commitment to the team (H2c), respectively.

METHODS
Data collection and participants
We undertook a survey study of hospital nurses in a multiservice hospital in Germany that treats more than 56,000
inpatients and approximately 100,000 outpatients annually.
The hospital comprises 17 clinics, 11 independent clinical
departments, and six institutes, including 24 h central emergency departments for both adults and children, a highlyregarded heart center, a neuro-intensive care unit, and
orthopedic care. Prior to data collection, two authors worked
with the hospital’s ethical committee (Betriebsrat des
Staedtischen Klinikums Braunschweig, Germany) to address
any ethical concerns related to human participants and the
use of the study results. We guaranteed that participation
would be voluntary and anonymous.
After the ethical committee approved the project, we distributed 200 paper-and-pencil surveys on site to all nurses in
four participating departments: heart, thorax, and vascular
surgery; internal medicine; the pediatric clinic; and trauma
surgery units. The hospital management recommended we
investigate these four departments because they involved
highly interdependent teams for patient care, and the management viewed them as representative units in terms of age
diversity. A total of 138 nurses returned useful surveys, yielding a response rate of 65.2%. The characteristics of the participating nurses in our study are summarized in Table 1.
While we hoped to test a possible non-response bias, we were
unable to obtain non-participants’ records due to the anonymity agreement. Instead, we compared the demographic
information of our sample with the hospital’s aggregate personnel records from 2010. The comparison showed a similar
percentage distribution of age, sex, and hospital tenure; 30%
of nurses in this hospital were aged between 30 and 40 years
(compared to 29% in our sample), and 35% were between
the ages of 40 and 50 years (compared to 34% in our sample).
Ninety-three percent of nurses in this hospital were female
(also 93% in our sample). The comparisons suggest that our
sample does not differ significantly from the overall nurse
population of the participating hospital.

Measurement
We used validated instruments to assess the variables of
interest. Because all of the study participants were German,
and the instruments were validated in German, we used the
German version of the instruments in our study. All question-
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Table 1.

Study sample characteristics (n = 138)

Age
Range: 21–58 years
Mean = 39.85 years
Standard deviation = 9.74 years
Sex
Female
93% (128)
Male
7% (10)
Level of education
Regular secondary school (Hauptschule)
6.5% (9)
General certificate of secondary education
65.2% (90)
(Realschule)
University-entrance or technical diploma (Abitur) 28.3% (39)
Units
Pediatric care
34.8% (48)
Heart/thorax/vascular surgery
30.4% (42)
Internal medicine
19.6% (27)
Trauma surgery unit
15.2% (21)
Years employed on unit
< 1 year
4% (5)
1–5 years
15% (21)
5–10 years
15% (21)
> 10 years
65% (90)
Daily amount of time spent with patient contact, on average
< 2 h per day
10.1% (14)
2–4 h
33.3% (46)
4–6 h
26.1% (36)
6–8 h
25.9% (35)
> 8 h per day
2.2% (3)
Average duration of patient contacts
< 15 min
33.3% (46)
15–30 min
42% (58)
30–60 min
15.9% (22)
1–2 h
2.2% (3)
>2h
3.6% (5)
Private care responsibilities (e.g. caring for elderly relatives
or children)
Yes
53.6% (74)
No
46.4% (64)

naire items were answered on a six-point scale, ranging from
1 (completely disagree) to 6 (completely agree).We chose the
six-point scale to prevent midpoint bias (Garland, 1991;
Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 2001). We used six items by
Wegge et al. (2011) to measure age diversity appreciation. A
sample item was: “Team climate improves when there are
team members from different age groups”. Co-worker trust
was measured with the German Workplace Trust Survey
(Lehmann-Willenbrock & Kauffeld, 2010). A sample item
was: “My co-workers do not disclose personal information”.
Stress was measured with the workplace irritation scale by
Mohr et al. (2009). An example item was: “I become grumpy
when others approach me”. Five items from Peifer et al.
(2009) assessed work–life balance. A sample item was: “I am
content with the way my priorities are distributed across
work and my private life”. Finally, team commitment was
measured with eight items (Neininger et al., 2010). A sample
item was: “I think my team is the best team I could ever work
in”.
© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Asia Pty Ltd
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Control variables
We included nurses’ age, sex, hospital tenure, and department
as control variables, as they could have influenced nurses’
well-being and work attitudes. For example, senior nurses
with a longer hospital tenure might enjoy greater organizational power to gather necessary resource, and therefore
experience less stress at work. Given the small size of our
sample, we eliminated other potential control variables
(including hospital teaching status, patient acuity, and highest
level of intensive care) in our model testing.

RESULTS
Table 2 reports the means, standard deviations, intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values, and correlations for all variables. In general, our results showed significant correlations
between dependent and independent variables. All variables
showed high internal consistency (Table 2). As age, organizational tenure, and hospital department had no significant correlation with any of the dependent variables, they were not
considered any further in the analysis. We added sex (coded
as 1 = male and 2 = female) as a control variable for regression analyses concerning work–life balance as an outcome, as
it showed a significant correlation with work–life balance
To test the relationships between appreciation, co-worker
trust, and nurses’ well-being and commitment, we followed

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) three-step regression procedure.
We first examined the relationships between appreciation
and nurses’ well-being (stress and work–life balance) and
team commitment, respectively. As the step 1 results in
models 1, 2, and 3 (Table 3) show, age diversity appreciation
had a significant relationship with stress (b = -0.24, P < 0.01),
work–life balance (b = 0.24, P < 0.01, when controlling for
sex), and team commitment (b = 0.70, P < 0.01) in the predicted direction, respectively, which supported hypotheses
1a, 1b, and 1c. The step 2 result in model 4 showed a significant positive relationship between appreciation and trust
(b = 0.71, P < 0.01). Finally, in step 3, we examined nurses’
stress, work–life balance, and team commitment, respectively,
when both appreciation and trust were added to the regressions.According to the model 1 result in step 3, the coefficient
for trust was statistically significant in predicting stress
(b = -0.40, P < 0.01), while the coefficient for appreciation
became insignificant (b = 0.04, P > 0.10), a clear indicative
of complete mediation. The Sobel test further confirmed
this mediation relationship (Sobel t = 4.38, P < 0.01), and
supported H2a. Model 2 in step 3 reveals a similar pattern,
such that trust remained statistically significant in predicting
work–life balance (b = 0.39, P < 0.01), and the coefficient for
appreciation became insignificant (b = -0.03, P > 0.10). The
Sobel test (t = 4.38, P < 0.01) also confirmed this mediation
and supported Hypothesis 2b. The model 3 result in step 3
revealed that both coefficients of appreciation (b = 0.31,

Table 2. Means, standard deviations, ICC, internal consistency, and intercorrelations

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Age diversity appreciation
Co-worker trust
Stress
Work–life balance
Team commitment

Mean

Standard
deviation

ICC (1)

ICC (2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

4.42
4.11
2.72
4.07
3.95

0.96
0.86
1.07
0.97
1.09

0.13
0.14
0.03
0.06
0.17

0.81
0.81
0.48
0.65
0.85

(0.92)
0.71**
-0.25**
0.24**
0.70**

(0.92)
-0.38**
0.37**
0.77**

(0.89)
-0.57**
-0.33**

(0.78)
0.30**

(0.94)

Pearson’s correlations (two tailed). Diagonal value in parentheses shows internal consistency (Cronbach’s a). N = 138. ** P < 0.01. ICC,
intraclass correlation coefficient.

Table 3. Regression results for the relationships between age diversity appreciation and stress, work–life balance, and team commitment via
trust in co-workers

Independent variable
Step 1
Age diversity appreciation
Step 2
Age diversity appreciation
Step 3
Age diversity appreciation
Co-worker trust

Stress
model 1

Work–life balance
model 2

Dependent variable
Team commitment model 3

-0.25**

0.24**

0.70**

Co-worker trust
model 4

0.71**
0.04
-0.40**

Results are b regression coefficients. *P < 0.01; **P < 0.01.
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-0.03
0.39**

0.31**
0.56**
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Full mediation:
Stress
β = 0.04 (–0.25**)
β = –0.40** (–0.38**)

Age diversity
appreciation

β = 0.71**

Co-worker
trust
β = 0.39** (0.37**)

β = –0.03 (0.24**)

Work–life
balance

Partial mediation:

β = 0.71**
Figure 1. Mediation effects. Numbers in
parentheses show coefficients prior to entering co-worker trust as a mediator. Sex was
simultaneously entered as a control variable
when analyzing work–life balance as an
outcome variable. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.

Age diversity
appreciation

P < 0.01) and trust (b = 0.56, P < 0.01) were significant in predicting team commitment, when they were included in the
regression model, simultaneously.The coefficient of appreciation in predicting team commitment, however, dropped from
0.71 (without trust in the regression model) to 0.31 (with trust
in the model). We therefore conducted the Sobel test to
investigate whether this change in the coefficient was significant, and whether trust partially mediated the hypothesized
relationship. The Sobel result confirmed that the decrease in
the regression coefficient of trust was significant (Sobel
t = 9.03, P < 0.001), suggesting a partial mediation relationship. Thus Hypothesis 2c was partially supported. Figure 1
further illustrates these results.

DISCUSSION
The present study shows the usefulness of the construct of
age diversity appreciation for understanding individual
nurses’ well-being (stress and work–life balance) and commitment to teams. By providing initial support for the positive relationships between age diversity appreciation, and
nurse well-being and commitment, respectively, we broaden
recent research on age diversity by stressing a mindset construct (age diversity appreciation) as an important ingredient
in creating a coherent positive climate in hospitals. We also

Co-worker
trust

β = 0.31** (0.70**)

β = 0.56** (0.77**)

Team
commitment

suggest co-worker trust as an important pathway that connects age diversity appreciation and nurse well-being and
team commitment. Consistent with our hypotheses, we found
that co-worker trust fully mediated the positive relationship
between appreciation and nurse well-being, and partially
mediated the positive relationship between appreciation and
team commitment. Together, the findings provide suggestive,
but not conclusive, evidence for the important roles of age
diversity appreciation and co-worker trust in coping with
age-diversity challenges and influencing nurse well-being and
work attitudes.
Our findings have several important theoretical implications. First, consistent with the literature on co-worker trust
(Ferres et al., 2004; Tan & Lim, 2009) and psychological safety
(Edmondson, 1999), our findings for the fully-mediated relationships between appreciation, co-worker trust, and nurses’
well-being confirmed the important role of trusting relationships in nursing practice. Different from the studies that focus
on psychological safety and trust climate at the group level,
we regard co-worker trust as an individual perceptual variable, and strive to underpin specific psychological mechanisms through which individual opinions, attitudes, and
feelings develop and unfold.
Second, we found age diversity appreciation to show
a strong correlation with team commitment, even after
© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Asia Pty Ltd
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controlling for the effect of co-worker trust. One possible
explanation is that while appreciation and trust are both
important to nurses’ commitment, age diversity appreciation
is something beyond co-worker trust, but central to team
commitment. This further supports the construct validity of
age diversity appreciation (Wegge & Schmidt, 2009). An
alternative explanation might also be that as we included
co-worker trust as the only mediator in the study, we might
have yet to identify other mediators to better understand the
pathways from age diversity appreciation to team commitment. For example, a subordinate identity shared by nurses of
different ages might mediate the processes. Future studies
should investigate other variables to better understand the
effects of diversity appreciation on individual work attitudes,
and the psychological processes of how these effects occur.
Our findings also have some implications for nurse managers. First, our results suggest that appreciation of the rich
mosaic of age differences within the workforce might sustain
nurses’ motivation and well-being. While it seems premature
to make the direct inference between age diversity appreciation and patient safety, negative consequences of lacking such
appreciation might surface when nurses start to make more
mistakes because of burnout and disengagement. Second, our
insights into the fully-mediated relationships suggest that
trust in co-workers might serve as an important psychological
mechanism that allows employees to internalize the effects
of a positive diversity mindset and helps to create a positive environment. These findings are consistent with the
commonly-shared wisdom; creating a trusting and “safe”
environment is extremely important for high-reliability organizations, such as hospitals, which are characterized by task
ambiguity, volatility, and high stakes, such as human lives and
by salient power hierarchies (Hofmann et al., 2009). Imagine
a diverse nursing team in a large hospital. Expressing workrelevant thoughts and feelings can be unexpectedly difficult,
because members usually have different opinions about a
particular issue, and those thoughts stand a chance of conflicting with the views of others. Unless members trust in each
other’s goodwill, it is natural for young and inexperienced
nurses low in the hierarchy to take the path of “silencing”,
which unfortunately sets members apart and threatens
patient safety. Finally, while age diversity appreciation and
trust help mitigate the challenges imposed by age diversity
and hospital contexts, we caution against taking appreciation
and trust as a given.
We also acknowledge several limitations in our results.
First, we refrain from generalizing our findings because of a
small sample size, and all participants were employed in one
German hospital. Second, the data were cross-sectional in
nature, implying a possible issue with reciprocity, and limiting
our ability to infer causality and directionality in the examined relationships. For example, does age diversity appreciation predict trust, or does trust predict appreciation? A
similar analysis with longitudinal data is needed to disentangle potentially-reciprocal relationships between the variables. Third, we only investigated the relationships between
the constructs at the individual level, without adopting a
multilevel approach. Arguably, there are unit-level influences
that explain these relationships. However, we are particularly
© 2012 Blackwell Publishing Asia Pty Ltd
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interested in nurses’ individual outcomes that are central
to nursing professionals and try to capture individual-level
processes that are almost invariant across contexts. This
approach is consistent with the advice specified in Kozlowski
and Klein (2000) that “the endogenous construct, or dependent variable, drives the levels, constructs, and linking processes to be addressed by the theory” (p. 12). Also, to our
knowledge, our study is one of the first attempts to study a
diversity mindset and its relationships with important individual outcomes.When tackling phenomena previously unexplored in the literature, it is helpful to initially act as if the
phenomena occur at only one level of theory and analysis
(Kozlowski & Klein, 2000).We, therefore, temporarily restrict
our focus to individual variables, putting off consideration of
multilevel processes during our study design. Further, the
ICC values (Table 2) suggest that only a small amount of
variance in the individual scores of our dependent variables
was accounted for by the different units. For example, only
3% in reported stress and 6% in work–life balance were
accounted for by unit-level effects, respectively (see Bliese,
2000 for interpreting ICC values). While these theorizing
guidelines and findings permitted an individual-level approach in the present study, we acknowledge the necessity
of including nursing units in meaningful models in future
research. Fourth, other important variables might also impact
nurses’ well-being and commitment, such as individual
differences (personality traits), team characteristics (psychological safety, empowerment), and contextual factors
(supervisor support, workload, task complexity). Finally, we
collected data from a single source (see Lance et al., 2010 for
a review). To validate whether age diversity appreciation
occurs in nursing teams, and to determine how it impacts
individual outcomes, we conducted post-hoc interviews with
11 supervisors, including head physicians, ward managers, and
nursing directors in the participating departments. Overall,
the interviews substantiated our findings. For example, a few
supervisors stated: “There’s a great deal of respect for each
other. The younger ones look up to the experience of older
team members; they often ask for advice” and “The older
employees like working together with the youngsters; they’ve
said that several times”. The supervisors also emphasized the
role of mutual trust for promoting commitment and coping
with stress: “I guess how much they trust each other really
helps them deal with all that stuff, every day”. These sample
statements potentially illustrate age diversity appreciation
and trust as an important promoter of positive team climate
and cooperation. Although the interview data help to mitigate concerns about common source bias, the use of a completely different method for testing our hypotheses would
strengthen our confidence in these results.

Conclusion
Hospital nurses play a crucial role in ensuring patient safety,
and act as a hospital’s frontline against errors or interruptions subverting safety systems. In hospital environments
where there is much task ambiguity and volatility, newly
adjusting for nursing workforce diversity adds another layer
of complexity, and makes nursing work ever demanding.

Age diversity and trust in nurse outcome

Creating a positive, nourishing work environment becomes
essential to protect nurses against burnout, work–life imbalance, and withdrawal from commitment, all of which potentially threaten patient safety. We propose age diversity
appreciation and co-worker trust as two instrumental psychological mechanisms in response to the challenges imposed
by diversity and nursing work complexity. Consistent with
extant research on trust and psychological safety, age diversity appreciation and co-worker trust help create a climate
for sharing positive feelings, thereby improving nurses’ occupational well-being (less stress and better work–life balance)
and team commitment, which ultimately help sustain safe
care and hospital performance.
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